
5  W A Y S  T O
W E L L B E I N G

The Wellbeing team have put together five simple
steps to help you look after your mental health and

wellbeing. These can be used at any time and in
particular during the Covid-19 outbreak

When we feel low it's easy to hide away from
people close to us which is why connecting is vital
to your mental health. Reach out to friends and
family by telephone, video or messaging. Having a
connection with a person can enhance our sense of
belonging, self-worth and life satisfaction. 

Spending time each day to notice the world around
you helps us to learn about ourselves and has a
huge impact on your mental health. Practising
Mindfulness can help ease any negative thoughts
concerns and worries. Next time you look out of your
window, try and notice something you haven't seen
before such as a building or the changing weather.

 
Try something new

KEEP LEARNING

GET ACTIVE 

Talk to someone

CONNECT

Take in what's around you

TAKE NOTICE

TIPS & TRICKS 

GIVE
Help others

Get Moving

Activity boosts your mood, builds confidence and
helps protect your immune system. Try and do at
least one activity a day that increases your heart rate
i.e. a home workout or dancing to your favourite
music. Strength activities such as Yoga or Pilates are
also good for the mind and general wellbeing.

It can be hard to find the energy and motivation to lead an active life.
Try and focus on the positive effect exercise can have on your mood

Any kind of learning can have a huge impact on
how we think and feel. Challenge yourself to learn
a new skill, take up a new hobby or something to
help with further education. Things such as reading
more and being creative can help boost self-
confidence and broaden horizons.  

Enjoy exploring all the world has to offer and learn to love new things

Giving activates the brain’s feel-good pathways and
gives a sense of connection with our communities.
Things such as joining local social media groups,
making phone calls or simply offering to do tasks
for someone can enable you to contact those who
may need help. 

Share with others, do a good deed

Slow down; pay attention to your thoughts, feelings and senses; live in
the moment

Take a brave step: a chat with someone can do amazing things for
your mental health


